
A Level Bridging Assignment - Wilmington Grammar   
 

Physical Education                                                     A Level  

 
In this subject you will be expected to: reflect on how Anatomical and Physiological aspects, Skill 

Acquisition and Sport and Society can impact participation in sport. Students must consider how optimal 

performance in physical activity and sport can be achieved, with a particular focus on Biomechanics, 

Sports Psychology and Technology in sport. Students should be able to understand the advantages and 

disadvantages of these factors and explain how to improve performance. There is an expectation that 

students complete all pre-learning and independent study tasks are completed for the deadlines set. 

 

You will need to have an interest in: the content of the course will address current contemporary topics 

such as the impact in the use of ergogenic aids, technology and the increasing commercialisation of 

sport. You will be required to complete detailed independent reading & researching. 

 

Independent learning in this subject requires: 

There is a range of activities to encourage your independent learning and support lessons: 

- Complete 5 hours of independent study, 

- Complete pre-learning tasks, 

- Watch You Tube or specific sporting clips to apply knowledge, 

- Create revision guides, videos or other material for use in the run up to examinations, 

- Complete exam based questions in preparation for exams, 

- Carry out wider reading, to assist coursework (on top of the reading list below), 

- Correct and improve work using (independent work and classwork), 

- Track and monitor your progress within a tracking system (kept at the front of your subject folder). 

 

Non Examination Assessments: 

Written coursework: you will undertake an analysis task via written communication to analyse your 

practical performance in one sport. This sport must be part of the specification- please ensure you have 

looked at the specification to ensure your chosen sport is viable. 

 

Practical coursework: you shall be assessed in one activity in the role of player/performer or coach. For 

this, you are required you to film yourself in one of these roles, in a full-sided version of your chosen 

practical activity (check the specification as mentioned above). Filming should begin immediately upon 

embarking the course, in order to obtain a wide array of evidence: this should not begin in Year 2 of the 

course. Students should film themselves in a number of fully competitive performances. The footage must 

be continuous in nature (i.e. no short clips placed together) and be supported by a storyboard (a 

detailed explanation to outline what skills are shown at various points). The skills that should be seen on the 

footage, are outlined in the specification for each sport. 

 

Suggested reading List: 

You must purchase the following textbooks: 

Atherton, C, Burrows, S, Howitt R and Young, S (Editor Murray. M) AQA A-Level PE 1 

Atherton, C, Burrows, S, Howitt R and Young, S AQA A-Level PE 2  

 

Below are some reading suggestions to get you started: 

Michael Murray, Paul Bevis  AQA Physical Education A2 

James, Thompson and Wiggins Complete A-Z Physical Education Handbook 

Atherton C, Skills Acquisition/ Sport Psychology, Philip Allan Updates 

Cashmore E, Making Sense of Sport, Taylor and Frances Ltd 

P.E. Review P.E Review Philip Allan updates 

Cox RH, Sport Psychology, McGraw-Hill 

Farrally M R Introduction to Sports Psychology, Coachwise LTD. 

Jarvis M, Sports Psychology, Taylor & Francis 

Clegg C Exercise Physiology Feltham Press 

Davis R, etc. Physical Education and the Study of Sport Mosby Wolfe Pubs. 5th Edition 

Powers S and Howley E Exercise Physiology: Theory and application to fitness and Performance, McGraw-

Hill 

http://bookshop.blackwell.co.uk/bookshop/search/author/Michael%20Murray
http://bookshop.blackwell.co.uk/bookshop/search/author/%20Paul%20Bevis


 

Useful Websites: 

www.brianmac.co.uk 

www.teachpe.com 

www.bbcbitesize.co.uk 

www.topendsport.com 

 

Examples of Independent Study tasks: 

 Identify, describe and explain the characteristics and functions of the different types of muscles, 

 Draw a continuum line for the Gross-Fine continuum and using the criteria in the boxes on page 82, 

place 5 skills (other than those given) at different places on the continuum line. For each skill you must 

be prepared to justify why you have placed it in that position you have, 

 Reflect and define what you feel the terms ‘equal opportunities’, ‘discrimination’, ‘stereotyping’ and 

‘prejudice’ mean to you. Can you describe any examples that you have witnessed or heard of? 

 

Information on Controlled Assessment Deadlines if Applicable –  

 

The coursework component is based upon the principles of analysing performance. This involves students 

applying their knowledge, skills and understanding, from the theoretical aspects covered within the 

specification. 

 

Similar in some ways to the GCSE coursework, candidates are given the opportunity to analyse and 

evaluate the performance of either themselves, or another. Students must analyse their skills in relation to 

technique, comparing themselves to the perfect model and an elite performer. Succeeding this, they 

must then give suggestions for causes of the weaknesses identified, followed by corrective measures from 

the theoretical content within the specification. 

 

Coursework is completed either as part of A2 Physical Education and is worth 30% of the final A2 grade or 

as part of AS Physical Education and is worth 30% of the final AS grade. 

 

The bridging assessment will support this aspect of the course, but the final version of the written 

coursework will be due be February 2018 for AS students and October 2019 for A2 students. 

 

Future Career aspirations linked to this subject are:  

This course lends itself to a number of different careers including: 

PE teacher, University lecturer, outdoor adventure leader, sports coach, sport instructor, community sports 

manager, photographer, broadcaster, marketing, journalism, sports massage therapist, performance 

analyst, physiotherapist, strength and conditioning coach, groundskeeper, professional umpire/referee,  

personal trainer, gym instructor, sports development officer, disability sports development officer,  social 

worker and youth work, as well as many others. 

 

Detail of 

Bridging 

Assignment  

including  

Success 

Criteria 

Task as below 

 

If you are having problems with the task and need some advice, please contact either 

sliles@wgsg.co.uk sjgower@wgsg.co.uk or jharris@wgsb.co.uk  

Deadline First lesson in September and Class Assessment will follow in September. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.brianmac.co.uk/
http://www.teachpe.com/
http://www.bbcbitesize.co.uk/
http://www.topendsport.com/
mailto:sjgower@wgsg.co.uk
mailto:jharris@wgsb.co.uk


Year 12 – Physical Education Induction Task 

Performance Analysis Task 

This Induction task requires you to consider the coursework you will complete within the A Level Physical 

Education course. For this task, you will complete an in depth, self-analysis of yourself within a sporting 

performance. You are required to identify at least two weaknesses within your defensive performance 

and at least two weaknesses within your tactical/strategic performance.  

 

The coursework is similar to what you completed at GCSE (where you considered your areas of strength 

and weakness), except in this piece of coursework, you will only look at your areas of weaknesses. The A 

Level coursework is broken down into two sections (as like the GCSE coursework): 

 Analysis (20marks) 

 Evaluation (25marks) 

 

In this or this task, you will be concentrating on the Analysis section only. 

 

Analysis: 

 

You must demonstrate the ability to analyse your weaknesses, highlighting how your weakness effects 

your execution and overall performance. You must analyse your weaknesses in relation to the desired 

outcome. 

 

You must take each of your defensive and tactical weaknesses, and compare them directly to the 

perfect model. For example, if you were to explain how to do a skill, what key points would you consider? 

Directly relate your weaknesses to the perfect model, by considering the Preparation, Execution and 

Follow Through phases of the skill. 

 

You must then analyse your weakness in relation to an elite performer. Who do you know that currently 

takes part in your chosen sport? It may be a role model of yours. Compare yourself to them. Do you do it 

in the same way? Does the elite model look the same as the perfect model? They may achieve the 

desired outcome, but they have a very different technique. 

 

When analysing your performance and the elite performer, ensure you use the appropriate, relevant and 

correct terminology. 

 

You must section your Induction Task into 2 sections: 

 

 Analysis A1 – Personal Performance weakness, 

 Analysis A2 - Comparison to the Elite Performer/Perfect Technical Model 

 

Analysis A1 – Personal Performance weakness. 

 

You are required to identify a weakness of a skill within your performance, in relation to your defensive 

and tactical and strategic skills.  

 

Each sport has different skills, so you must look at the AQA A Level Physical Education specification online, 

to see what your sports skills are: http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/physical-education/as-and-a-

level/physical-education-7582  

 

For example, within Association Football, the skills outlined for defensive and tactics and strategies 

include: 

 

Defensive skills: 

Tackling: block or lunge 

Heading: distance  

 

Tactics and Strategies: 

Role of corners 

Set plays 

 

 

 

 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/physical-education/as-and-a-level/physical-education-7582
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/physical-education/as-and-a-level/physical-education-7582


With Association Football in mind, look at the example below:  

 
 

When looking at the three phases, you must compare them to the ‘perfect model’. This is not an elite 

performer, e.g. Steven Gerrard is an expert at the long pass, but he is not the perfect model. Equally, Rosie 

Allison was the England GS, but she is not the perfect model. You should start by identifying what is the 

perfect model. 

 

Analysis A2 - Comparison to the Elite Performer/Perfect Technical Model 

This must be a three-way analysis of ‘You vs. Perfect Model vs. Elite 

Performer vs. You’. 

 

You will need to research and identify the key differences and 

similarities between each. You must state an elite performer, e.g. Andy 

Murray or Jessica Ennis, etc.  

 

You must be clear when selecting the elite performer for your analysis.  

 

For example: if you are focusing on the intercepting the pass through a slide tackle (weakness), you must 

ensure that all your comparisons are made to this and that you identify an elite performer is someone who 

completes this skill in the game. You must therefore select an elite performer who plays the same position 

as you e.g. a defensive centre back in football.  

 

With Association Football in mind, look at the example below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I have broken the 

skill into three 

phases: 

NB: I may have a 

perfect 

preparation 

phase but my 

execution phase 

lets me down. I 

must explain all 3 

stages in relation 

to what I do as 

well as compare 

it to the perfect 

model 

Clearly identified 

the Analysis 

section A1 = 

analysis between 

me and perfect 

model 
Defensive skill 

chosen 

My chosen sport 

is on the 

specification 

I will explain what 

a slide tackle is, 

when it is used 

and who typically 

carries it out. I 

have discussed 

why I must make 

the correct slide 

tackle. 

I have selected a 

specific match, 

to prove it is a 

weakness. I 

explain exactly 

what happened 



 

 
 

Assessment & Success Criteria 

Your written piece will be marked out of 25, with 20marks being awarded for your written work, with an 

additional 5marks for the clarity of your work, your literacy (SPaG) and your research skills (e.g. a wide 

range of references are used to support your work). 

 

To gain full marks, you must have a clear breakdown of the skills chosen and their analysis of movement. 

 

All weaknesses should be written separately, with clear subheadings. All information sources from the 

internet, books and journals must be referenced on a separate page at the end of the document. 

 

Below is a copy of the mark scheme for the Analysis section. This will allow you to see how you work will 

be marked and what the examiner is looking for: 

 

Analysis Level of Response Grid 

Level Mark Description 

5 17-20 Student is able to identify and explain weakness(es), illustrating an excellent level of 

awareness. Student demonstrates excellent levels of depth and/or breadth of 

analysis when analysing weaknesses, consistently highlighting the effect of 

prominent technical/ tactical/ strategic errors upon overall skill execution and 

performance. Student shows excellent knowledge and understanding of the 

different techniques/tactics/strategies used in the analysis. Student uses 

appropriate and correct technical terminology consistently. 

4 13-16 Student is usually able to identify and explain the weakness(es), illustrating a very 

good level of awareness. Student demonstrates very good levels of depth and/or 

breadth of analysis when analysing weaknesses, usually highlighting the effect of 

technical/ tactical/ strategic errors upon overall skill execution and performance. 

Student shows very good knowledge and understanding of the different 

techniques/tactics/strategies used in the analysis. Student usually uses appropriate 

and correct technical terminology but the use of this terminology may occasionally 

be inconsistent. 

3 9-12 Student is sometimes able to identify and explain the weakness(es), illustrating a 

good level of awareness. Student demonstrates good levels of depth and breadth 

Clearly identified 

the Analysis 

section A2 = 

analysis between 

me and the elite 

performer 

 

My chosen sport 

is on the 

specification 

Defensive skill 

chosen and 

transferred to this 

section 
I have identified 

a specific game 

the elite 

performer has 

taken part in and 

I have seen them 

execute this skill. I 

explain exactly 

what happened 

I have broken the 

skill into three 

phases for the 

elite performer: 

NB: I may notice 

that the elite 

performer is just 

like the perfect 

model and 

directly compare 

them to the 

perfect model 

OR may be I 

notice their 

execution phase 

is unlike the 

perfect model, 

but is still 

successful. I 

compare the 

elite model to 

myself. I 

complete the 3 

way process 



of analysis when analysing weaknesses, sometimes highlighting the effect of 

relevant technical/ tactical/ strategic errors upon overall skill execution and 

performance. There may be some inaccuracy when analysing advanced skills/ 

tactics/ choreography. Student shows good knowledge and understanding of the 

different techniques/ tactics/strategies used in the analysis. Student sometimes uses 

appropriate and correct technical terminology but the use of this terminology may 

sometimes be inconsistent. 

2 5-8 Student is occasionally able to identify and explain weakness(es), illustrating a 

moderate level of awareness. Student demonstrates moderate levels of depth and 

breadth of analysis when analysing weaknesses, occasionally highlighting the 

effect of relevant technical/ tactical/ strategic errors upon overall skill execution 

and performance. There may be some inaccuracy when analysing core skills/ 

tactics/ choreography. Student shows moderate knowledge and understanding of 

the different techniques/ tactics/strategies used in the analysis. Student 

occasionally uses appropriate and correct technical terminology but the use of this 

terminology is often inconsistent. 

1 1-4 Student is rarely able to identify and explain weakness(es), illustrating a limited level 

of awareness. Student demonstrates limited levels of depth and breadth of analysis 

when analysing weaknesses, rarely highlighting the effect of 

technical/tactical/strategic errors upon overall skill execution and performance. 

Student shows limited knowledge and understanding of the different 

techniques/tactics/strategies used in the analysis. Student rarely uses appropriate 

and correct technical terminology. 

0 0 Nothing worthy of credit. 

 


